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                                                            OVER BLACK     
                                                                           
          The violent sounds of an earthquake rumble.  Wood cracks and     
          strains as debris and rubble fall to the ground.                 
                                                                           
          Silence.                                                         
                                                                           
                              MAN VO                                       
                         (grunting)                                        
                    I remember... running... and...                        
                    voices crying out... a thicket in                      
                    the wilderness... and... daylight                      
                    fading. Gah! Wake up kid... WAKE                       
                    UP!                                                    
                                                                           
                                                               CUT TO:     
                                                                           
                                                                           
   1      INT.LIVING ROOM.DUSK                                       1     
                                                                           
          A hooded man quickly sits up from beneath rubble and dust,       
          gasping for air. He has protective-wear over his eyes, like      
          goggles, only customized, as if he made them himself. He         
          slowly rises to his feet holding his head, which is scraped      
          and dirty. The silhouette of a figure stands up straight and     
          poised as he removes his hood. Dust stirs in the air. The        
          mysterious figure overlooks an old, dilapidated, unkempt         
          living room of an old house. There are signs of it having        
          once being lived in, but has been abandoned now for many         
          years. An eerie unrest is present. Nothing seems in its          
          place. Books have fallen over. Furniture ruined by mildew,       
          possible vandalism and distress rampant throughout. He           
          removes his eyepiece. The modified goggles hang around his       
          neck by a weathered leather strap. His eyes, full of             
          confusion, are as worn as the world around him.                  
                                                                           
                              MAN VO                                       
                         (inner dialgue)                                   
                    What is this place? What happened                      
                    here? And... (grunt) who am I?                         
                                                                           
          The man holds his head. He sees blood on his hands. He           
          checks himself for further injuries. He searches his pockets     
          for clues to his questions.                                      
                                                                           
                              MAN VO                                       
                    There has to be an answer...                           
                    somewhere... some reason.                              
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                           (CONTINUED)     
                                                                           



          CONTINUED: (2)                                          2.       
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
          In his pocket he pulls out a curious photo...torn in             
          half.  A smiling boy of about 10-12 years of age. He wears a     
          button up shirt. An arm pulls tight around the boys outer        
          shoulder, but we cannot see whose it is. The photo is            
          crinkled up, as though it has been in his pocket for a long      
          time.                                                            
                                                                           
                              MAN VO                                       
                    What... who is this boy? Why do I                      
                    have this? What is going on around                     
                    here?                                                  
                                                                           
          The man puts the photo back in his pocket and begins to          
          search the house. He notices an old TV toppled on its side.      
          The screen glitches static.                                      
                                                                           
                              MAN VO                                       
                    There’s power! This place still has                    
                    power!                                                 
                                                                           
          He runs to the nearest light switch, flipping it on. Nothing     
          happens. He flips it back and forth in desperation.              
                                                                           
                              MAN VO                                       
                         (Inner dialogue)                                  
                    No light. Where am I? How did I get                    
                    here?                                                  
                                                                           
          He walks over to where the fireplace use to be. It too has       
          fallen to dilapidation. He hovers his hands over it,             
          imagining the warmth that use to radiate from it.                
                                                                           
                              MAN VO                                       
                    It feels cold... not like ice but                      
                    like the fading heat of a dying                        
                    fire.                                                  
                                                                           
          He walks back to the middle of the living room. He folds up      
          his arms, as though a cold shiver went up his spine. Looking     
          across the floor he observes the chaos and abandonment. The      
          shattered glass on the floor, torn wallpaper, the water          
          damaged roof, the rugged drapes dangling in front of the         
          windows...                                                       
                                                                           
                              MAN VO                                       
                    I do not like it here... This place                    
                    is darkened, like a gem that once                      
                    shimmered, now covered in residue,                     
                    no longer able to reflect the                          
                    light. The glory is gone from this                     
                    place.                                                 
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                           (CONTINUED)     
                                                                           



          CONTINUED: (3)                                          3.       
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
          He turns to explore his surroundings. As he walks out of the     
          room, he steps on an old picture frame. The glass crunches       
          under his weight. He picks it up. It is a child’s drawing.       
          It depicts 2 smiling people in front of a house... the sun       
          sets behind it. There is a circle around the 2 figures. The      
          word "restore" written beneath it.                               
                                                                           
                              MAN VO                                       
                    This is oddly familiar to me...                        
                    like... a dream I once had... but a                    
                    dream that cannot be described.                        
                    "Restore"... who did this?                             
                                                                           
          He sets the frame and picture back down on the floor. He         
          continues down the hallway and discovers another room, the       
          dining room. Amidst the debris and rubble is a very old          
          table perfectly set for 2. Clean dishes, 2 empty chairs.         
          Everything covered in dust.                                      
                                                                           
                              MAN VO                                       
                    Where is the keeper? Who abandons a                    
                    table that is set for dining?                          
                    Something has gone terribly wrong                      
                    here. This house wasn’t just                           
                    abandoned... it’s deeper than                          
                    that... it was forsaken. As if the                     
                    owner came like thief to his own                       
                    house.                                                 
                                                                           
          The dilapidation is throughout. He approaches a door at the      
          end of the hallway that is shut. He tries to open it, but it     
          is locked. Uneasiness courses through his veins.                 
                                                                           
                              MAN VO                                       
                    The air here is thick, heavy with                      
                    fear and regret. The house itself                      
                    has lost hope in its own forgotten                     
                    purpose. Why am I here? Do the                         
                    answers lie waste in the dust? Who                     
                    am I?                                                  
                                                                           
          He puts his ear to the door and listens. A thunderous knock      
          pounds from the other side. He stumbles over himself as he       
          runs for the door in the great room leading out of the           
          house. Throwing the door open, he charges out of the house       
          only to discover the home is in the middle of nowhere.           
                                                                           
                              MAN VO                                       
                    Get a hold of yourself, kid. You’re                    
                    lost. You have no idea where you                       
                    are... or who. You’re in the middle                    
                    of nowhere... Stay put. The sun is                     
                    beginning to set. Something just                       
                              (MORE)                                       
                                                           (CONTINUED)     
                                                                           



          CONTINUED: (4)                                          4.       
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                              MAN VO (cont’d)                              
                    fell in the room... that’s all it                      
                    was. Rodents... best to leave it                       
                    alone.                                                 
                                                                           
          He turns around and walks back into the house.                   
                                                                           
                              MAN VO                                       
                    Adequate shelter for the night...                      
                    Nothing but more questions out                         
                    there.. something tells me the                         
                    answers... they’re... in here. I                       
                    cannot leave... not yet. There is                      
                    an urgency about this place. A                         
                    deeper mystery calls... perhaps                        
                    that is why I came here?                               
                                                                           
          He turns and considers the wilderness one last time, then        
          with resolution, walks back inside. He kicks something... a      
          flashlight. He picks it up.                                      
                                                                           
                    I will stay. Something stirs...                        
                    something powerful,                                    
                    incomprehensible... it stirs in                        
                    me... drawing me into the dark. Not                    
                    to dwell in it... but to confront                      
                    it. Whatever happened in this dark                     
                    place can answer to the light!                         
                                                                           
          He turns on the flashlight!                                      
          (or maybe he pulls open the drapes)                              
                                                                           
                                                       FLASH TO WHITE.     
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           


